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The Planning Committee members who prepared the attached description

included the following persons from Lansing Schools and-the College of Education

at Michigan State University.

Barbara Ataman Roberta Peto
Everett Elementary Everett Elementary

Henrietta Barnes Carol Pratt
Teacher Education Willow Elementary

Cathy Colando Joyce Putnam
Gier Park Elementary Teacher Education

Judy Lanier Diane Rouse
Teacher Education Gier Park Elementary

Perry Lanier
Teacher Education

Erma Whiting
Gier Park Elementary

Further assistance and input to the planning was received from: Betty Brown,

Judy Jennings, Barbara Langenbacher and Rena Moyer from Wexford Elementary,

Janine Goalsby from Post Oak Elementary, and Quintella Walker from Willow

Elementary.
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WHAT IS TIE "TRIPLE-E" PROGRAM?

The EEE program provides a set of interdependent experiences aimed

at optimizing the quality and availability of professional growth oppor-

tunities for persons specializing in elementary education. The persons

for whom it has been designed include (1) prospective teachers, (2)

teachers-already-teaching, (3) prospective teacher-educators and
.

(4) teacher-educators already teaching. 'A major assumption of the

designers has been that the learning experiences for each unique set of

participants are optimized when all participants-engage in a set of

simultaneous learning experiences. That is to say, a synergistic learning

can occur for All when everyone partiCipates as-learner'a6 well as

teacher. Thus, the "EEE" acronym comes from the program's emphasis on

personnel joining together to work for "Excellence in Elementary

Education" with diverse professional perspectives in various professional

contexts. The "Triple-E" program, therefore, should not be viewed as

primarily a teacher preparation program or as an in-service program or as

an improvement program for teacher educators. Rather, EEE should be

viewed as ail of these working in concert so that a set of'desirable

outcomes will accrue for children, educators and the Lansing community at-,.,1,--....-
large. The program is 'predicated upon the notion that outcames will be

most constructive when_diyerse sets of educators work together and share

decision-making on how teaching and learning for any particular set'of

students might be improved -- be they children or adults.

A BRIEF BUT NECESSARY HISTORY

The program originated in the early seventies with the elementary

education segment of the Triple-T project (TTT -- Training Teachers of

Teachers). The TTT project was supported by USOE and cooperatively
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designed and implemented by faculty in Michigan State University's

College of Education and the Lansing School District. When TTT funding

ended in 1973, the administrative personnel of both institutions, that is,

MSU's College of Education and the Lansing School District, chose to

provide continued support so that-Efl.e promising ideas and practices

initiated by the elementary TTT project might be continued. The TTT

program (although no longer supported with USOE/TTT monies) continued and

maintained itself for the next year but was unable to either expand or

significantly improve itself since it was necessarily operating with

limited funds. In the fall of 1974._the ,mcdest,TXT project was merged

with the Iansing/MSU Eighth Cycle Teacher Corps project and resulted in

the realization of a unique set of opportunities and activities heretofore

not considered possible by either inaividual project. That is to say,

Chrough combining the two projects, a number of more powerful means of

providing for the mutual professional growth of teacher trainees, teachers

and teacher educat:ors was possible. One might say that the evolutionary

EEE program was a product of good fortune, good problem-solving and

goodwill.

The good fortune came from the practical staffing and time demands

that created a problem relative to the availability of adequate personnel

to operate both programs. The good problem-solving occurred when the

participants saw-the possibility and potential payoffs that might be gained

from combining the two programs. The goodwill came from the many different

persons -- the teacher candidates, teachers, administrators and teacher

educators -- who struggled together to work out the intricacies of the

logistically-complicated program..
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A More Specific Elaboration

The TTT program was initially aimed at tmproving the quality of

teacher preparation. One means of improving the quality of the teacher

preparation program was to have both prospective teachers and teacher

educators out in the schools for significantly greater periods of time

than is typically allocated. Forty volunteers comprised the initial set

of teacher candidates who observed and assisted Lansing teachers in the

first term of their freshman year. They subsequently worked in schools

every week of avery term throughout their undergraduate years, with

gradually increased amounts of responsibility, both in terms of time and

teaching functions. Each candidate worked in four different Lansing schools

throughout this time. The MSU teacher educators working in the program

also made continuous and regular school observations, visitations and

demonstrations. By the time the prospective teachers were beginning the

senior year, they had 125% of the "practice" teaching (in schools with

kids) experience usually acquired by the graduating senior in the

conventional teacher education program. Hence, they were "prepared" in

the conventional sense for a beginning teaching assignment. However, the

TTT trainees had one year remaining for additional instruction and still

"richer" supervised teaching experience.

In the meantime, the Teacher Corps program, which was also operating

in Lansing, was similarly focused on teacher preparation, only with a

special emphasis of recruiting and preparing minority teaching personnel.

These prospective teachers entered the program in their junior year, but

also had intensive school experience since their program required a half

day in school every day throughout the academic year.

6
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It happened that the need for and possibility of combining the two

programs occurred when both sets of interns were in their senior year.

Because of their prior preparatory experience, boCh sets of interns were

relatively well-prepared for assuming substantial and significant portions

of teaching responsibility. Given this factor and the healthy diversity

of strengths and backgrounds, each Teacher Corps intern was paired with a

"Triple-T" intern and they were subsequently teamed with a cooperatIng

teacher in one of the participating schools. This provided the opportunity

for a new team-teaching experience. Thus in the fall term cf the interns'

senior year, the three-person team (cooperating teanher. Teacher Corps

intern and TTT intern, each alternating in the role of lead-teacher)

taught the students assigned to a given classroam. Subsequently, in the

winter term, one intern assumed the bulk of the teaching responsibility

and in the Spring term the other intern assumed the bulk of the teaching

responsibility. In this way, all interns were able to prepare themselves

for both a teamed and a relatively self-contained teaching situation. At

all times, the cooperating teacher maintained ultimate teaching responsi-

bility, in the sense of approving all planned goals and strategies proposed

and implemented by the interns. Through this effort sharing, however, the

cooperating teacher was able to acquire several days a week at which time

his or her efforts could be directed toward continued professional devel-

opment and curriculum development during the school day. (This latter

aspect was one whose tremendous benefits we have especially come to

value, but more will be said about this later.)

University personnel were in the participating schools working with

the cooperating teachers and with the interns on a regular basis.

7
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They always observed and assisted interns when the regular classroom

teachers were participating in direct in-service instruction. Several

teachers were also released by the school district to assist with the

organization, observation and management of the various facets of the

program.

Our Early Set of Worries

The original concerns shared by the participants who ventured into

the combined program centered around the following issues:

Will there be any deleterious effects on children with the
added number of teaching adults in the classroom, or from the
cooperating teachers' time away from the classroam?

- Will parents be upset with the experienced teacher leaving
his/her classroom during the school' day for "on-the-job"
professional education and curriculum development?

- Will the interns work together cooperatively or competitively?
(A special concern here was the fact that Teacher Corps interns
were receiving a stipend plus tuition, 'while the Triple-E
interns received no compensation and no tuition, whatsoever.)

- Will teachers value and profit from the in-service activities
and curriculum development? Can/will they help facilitate a
productive interaction with the university professors and
graduate students?

- Will principals be tolerant of all the traffic and potential
confusion that may arise with interns, teachers and university
personnel coming and going at all times?

- Will, the teacher educators be both sensitive and strong enough
to constructively respond to the various needs, requests and
occasional demands of the school participants? Will they be
tolerant of the increased pressures and inconveniences encountered
from such things as the added travel requirements, teaching
classes with frequent interruptions and sometimes in cramped
spaces?

All of these "unknowns" were necessarily worrisome as we anticipated

and planned the "trial activities. At the end of the 1974-75 year,

however, the experiment was judged by Ehose participating as a clear success.
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While occasional problems arose, none of the major concerns and/or

fears were realized.

There were no apparent deleterious effects to students or serious

problems among or between the interns, teachers, administrators or teacher

educators. To the contrary, the major response was quite overwhelmingly

positive from all parties involved. While occasional conflicts and

differences of opinion naturally occurred, they were resolved through

continued problem-solving sessions. Thus, the decision at the end of the

year was to continue refinement and development of the program; but the

teak was complicated by personnel limitations and necessary changes in

the-new Tenth Cycle Teacher Corps project.
1

The Readjusmnents

For the 1975-76 academic year, there was on1y one remaining set of

prospective teachers (EEE seniors; we now began calling them EEE instead

of TTT*) prepared to enter their fourth year with the necessary background

and skills to team teach with and subsequently release a cooperating

teacher. Further, the Tenth Cycle Teacher Corps program had shifted its

emphasis entirely to graduate training and in-service teacher education

and was to be focused on the concept of "total school involvement."
---

(Prior to this time, there were six schools involved, with three to five

cooperating teachers in each,) Thus, one school was selected with the

teachers and administrators agreeing to participate in the in-service

development and demonstration. The EEE seniors were all placed in the

*We simply tired of explaining how the TTT program, which was no longer
in "actual" existence, related to the Teacher Corps Program, so we began
referring to the combined program as EEE. We tried to select a name
that suggested the earlier tie to TTT..

9
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one school, giving them the opportunity for their team-and self-containedd

internship experiences and providing the needed instructional and

developmental release time for the cooperating teachers.

In the fall term, all teachers and the principal participated with

all MSU teacher educators in nwo half-days of in-service a week. Four

graduate Teacher Corps interns also participated. The emphasis of the

instruction was the psychological and sociological foundations of

curriculum development for elementary school youngsters. In the winter

and spring, the teachers and teacher educators each participated as a

member of a study and curriculum development team in the area of reading,

math, social-emotional or multi-cultural education. The development

teams reviewed the relevant research literature in their respective

curricular area and attempted to utilize the foundations guidelines in

preparing model instructional units for demonstration. (A description of

the teachers' reactions and suggestions regarding this aspect of the

program is appended.)

The Program Planning Committee

In the meantime, however, a new set of EEE interns had to be

recruited and prepared for the 1976-77 academic year if the program was

to continue functioning in the manner described. Therefore, a number of

teachers who had participated in the EEE program in prior years, but were

excluded in 1975-76 due to the Teacher Corps "total school" priority,

joined together to (1) help prepare the needed new set of interns for

the 1976-77 "total school" participation and (2) design a long-range

program of the sort described so that changes in national priorities

and/or guidelines which might be disruptive, would not necessarily
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terminate continuation of the program. Thus, while the Teacher Corps

teachers and teacher educators were designing and developing curriculum

and instruction for children and teachers in the "total school," the

"other" teachers were engaged in overall program design and implementation.

PRFSENT RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TRE PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE FOR FUTURE EEE

Program Goal: To provide contiauous and improved professional growth
experiences for personnel specializing in elementary
education

The anticipated outcomes of the EEE program should include a set of

benefits for all client groups involved in the educational enterprise, i.e.:

1. For childrt,n it should bring added personal and professional
teaching attention and-assistance.

2. For teachers it should bring assistance in classroom planning
and instruction, released time for both curriculum and continuing
professional development; new knowledge about teaching and
learning, the opportunity to influence and effect both the
selection and program of those entering teaching and direct
participation in the design and instruction of their own
inservice programs.

3 For prospective teachers it should provide early and diverse sets
of gradually intensified field experiences which allow for
continuous and consistent feedback and guidance from peers,
teachers and teacher educators who cooperate in the planning of
program goals and strategies.

4 For teacher educators it should provide the opportunity to teach
their clients (pre- and in-service teachers) in the actual
setting in which their learning is to be applied. This direct
interaction with children, teachers and administrators should
provide necessary input and feedback regarding the needs,
problems and successes of their "students," i.e., the student-
aides, student-teachers, student-interns, student-teacher-educators
and cooperating teachers.

5. For administrators it should bring increased coordination of,
ancillary teaching personnel and potentially greater services
in terms of the human resource needs for the gchool.

11
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5. For administrators it should bring increased coordination of
ancillary teaching personnel and potentially greater services
in terms of the human resource needs of the school.

The Major Strategy

The major strategy of the unifed professional development program

must contain three critical and inter-related elements:

1. early, intensified and consistent teacher education experi-
ences provided for the prospective teacher in both public
school and campus setting so that an extremely rich and
responsible teaching-internship experience can be realized;

2. competent interns who are allowed to temporarily and on a
part time basis release the cooperating teacher so that in-
service professional development can become a natural and
no cost part of the teacher's on-going professional
responsibility;

3. on-site involvement of teacher educators who are both
teaching and learning with the pre- and in-service
teachers in the actual school environment.

This overall arrangement might well be described as a "community-

of-learners" strategy.

The notion of community implies a common location, a common set of

interests and various sets of individuals assuming different roles so that

the interdependent needs of the larger 'population can be met with greater

facility and benefit. Community also implies a sense of acceptance and

valuing of the various members and the contributions each makes to the

whole; that is, the inputs made by each unique set of participants are

recognized as necessary and essential to the attainment of optimal

outcomes for every individual.

A sense of common purpose is also shared by a community, and in this
. _

case the common purpose centers around the shared dedication to actualizing

"what a teacher should be." This implies that the prospective teachers
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and teacher educators and the already certified teachers and teacher

educators continually strive together to identify (1) what appears

needed by learners and (2) what in turn is needed by teachers in

to help students meet their needs. Such an approach is consistent vilLa

the Edelfelt and Lawrence belief that "a conceptual framework for

in-service education should build on pre-service models, and both

pre-service and in-service frameworks should be based on concepts of

what a teacher should be." (Rethinking In-service Education, p. 17)

Logistics of the Program

For'the program to become operational, a set of classroom teachers

must necessarily be identified. So that travel time and transportation

costs can be maintained at an efficient level for the prospective

teachers and teacher educators, it is recommended.that the program

be operated in a school with from three to five cooperating teachers.

The actual number of teachers in a given school would necessarily

remain flexible, but must take into account a minimum number needed for

efficiency and a concomitant spirit of community. Space and/or person-

nel limitations will naturally effect the choice of "how many."

Each member of the set of classroom teachers would have one sophomore

aid in the morning and one in the afternoon for two half-days a week.

S/he would also have one junior in the morning and one in the afternoon,

who initially come for only three days a week, but increase to four or

five days a week by the end of the yaar. In the following year, one of

.the former junior students -- now a senior intern -- remains a part of

the team and provides the partial released-time for the cooperating

teacher. The other senior intern will go to another teacher in the

13



system and, in turn, provide him or her released time for continued pro-

fessional development.

Once the second year is underway, every year looks similar in that

the classroom has a team of instructional personnel with graduated levels

of expertise and skill. They share a common commitment to teaching

elementary youngsters and to continuous professional growth.andrdevelop-

ment. With the cooperating teacher as the lead teacher of the team,

roles and responsibilities are cooperatively determined and made very

explicit so that mnooth team functioning can result in optimal teaching

and learning experience for both children and adults. It is presently

estimated that a minimum of one full time clinic professor is needed for

each five classrooms to maintain a teaching team as has been described.

A comment is needed regarding the teaching intern who leaves the

team in his/her senior year to release some "other" teacher in the

system who is not an official cooperating teacher in the EEE program.

The first priority, in terms of selecting the "other teacher( )" who will

receive the moving senior intern would be any EEE cooperating teacher who

might have lost his or her senior intern due to illness, marriage, moving,

career shift, etc. The second priority would be to send the moving senior

interns to a school that had elected as a "total school" to become involved

in in-service/continuing professional development (as has been done in the

Lansing Teacher Corps School). The third priority would be to send the

moving senior intern "elsewhere", in order to provide released time for

teacher(s) needed and/or desiring time for continued professional development.

14
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The Tough "Quality Control" .4uestions

It has been strongly recommended by the planning group that the

difficult issues surrounding quality of program be faced just as fOrth-

rightly as Chose of quantity of program. How personnel Should be selected

for participation in the program is yet to be determined, 11? ame initial

suggestions have been made.

It is presently believed that some selectitin process beyond that of

"get-volunteers-and-select-at-random" be employed. Experience has

indicated, for example, Chat some of the following criteria should be

considered in selecting the variouspaiticipants for the program:

1. Prospective teachers:

Because the program is excessively demanding in terms of time and

energy (due, in part, to the increased amount of field experience required),

teaCher candidates should be able to demonstrate a relatively high degree

of efficiency and facility in their reading, writing and study skills.

The college students who have had to expend great amounts of time and

energy in laborious pursuit of related coursework have experienced great

difficulty in keeping up with their teaching responsibilities in the

school, be they tutorial or small group. Planning for instruction and

preparing and selecting appropriate materials for children is necessarily

time-consuming. The competing demands to do well in their own coursework

and to concomitantly do well in their teaching of children has been more

than most of the low/slow skilled college students have been able to

effectively handle. Since children are the necessary priority, we cannot

allow their growth and development to be jeopardized by participating in

learning experiences conducted by less than able teacher interns.

15
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Thus, it is recommended that a set of performance measures and

standards relating to one's literary skills be identified as a selection

criteria for admission of prospective candidates into the program. It

is further recommended that tutorial assistance be available for students

needing such assistance. At such time as they acquire the needed skills,

the candidate be allowed to enter the progrnm lalty.

An additional selection recommendation for teacher candidates related

to the &mount of time they were willing and/or able to commit to the

preparation program. The experience to date indicates that they need

from six to nine terms available for on-going field experience in schools.

Allowance for individual differences prevents establishment of an

absolute rule, but for the candidate to have the set of broad and rich

practice teaching experiences that are tied to acquired knowledge

frameworks that becoMe synthesized into one's teaching, a min:mum:of. two

academic years in the schools now appears essential. This limitation,

for example, would necessarily prevent stude:from entering the

program in the senior year unless, of course, they were willing to

extend the amount of time they would give to their preparation experience.

Another recommendedselection consideration relates to the diverse

make-up of any given set of candidates. That is, each set of candidates

admitted to the program should include diverse mlembership in terms of

varied individ 41 backgrounds and/or characteriatics. Any selected set

of candidates shoulid, therefore, have versor . naf. differing age, sex,

ethnic and econmaic backgrounds representedfit7 :Its composition. The

rich interaction that occurs between and among prospectiveteachers from

diverse experience bases is considered important for those preparing to

teach diverse sets of learners. This recommendation may necessitate an

16
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,

added recruitment and/or scholarship aspect to the program but is a

value strongly held by the participants who worked with the earlier

Teacher Corps and TTT interns.

A further recommendation relating to the prospective teacher

participants concerns their grade point average. While Chey would be

allowed to enter the program with the minimal "C" overall college

average, it is anticipated that they would maintain a "B" overall

average in the coursework offered under the sponsorship of the EEE

program itself. Since the program coursework unifies the students.'

content, methods and practice courses (usually separate entities in

conventional programs), it is their application oP the kulawaedge ia

their professional teaching roles that should be IltaeritEbrfed at a relatively

high standard.

Participating Classroom Teachers:

The teachers selected to participate in the Trwgramlwould necessarily

be chose interested in (1) acqulixing knowledge and skill inlareparing:

proapective teachers and (2) pursuing in-service_re'efesstonal development

in terms of acquiring new knowledge and skill in amy o the.folloving

teacher roles and/or responsibilities: (university

an optional basis)

a. Teacher as interacting instructor with Chi &rail

b. Teacher as curriculum selector and developer

c. Teacher as teacher-educator

fOat available on

d. Teacher as formulator/designer of professiomal standards
and practices

e. Teacher as professional evaluator

f. Teacher as educational researcher
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g. Teacher as interacting agent with persons and groups from the
school, community and/or state who effect educational.means
and ends

Further, they would necessarily be experienced teachers who came

recommended by other professional educators with whom they have worked

in the past. It is presently anticipated that each cooperating teacher

would be involved with the program for a minimum of three years. It is

recommended that a selection comMittee with teacher, administrator, and

\-/

university personnel be assembled for continuing selection and evaluation

of the "master" teachers needed for modeling and managing the complex

teaching tasks necessitated by the program.

The cooperating teacher in the EEE program obviously needs highly

effective human interaction and organization skills. Similarly, their

openness to new and diverse people and ideas must be combined with a

tolerance for ambiguity and a willingness to try new instructional

approaches. In addition, they must be willing to be observed'by many

diverse persons, in various teaching roles. The continuing program

evolution and evaluation necessitates such teacher qualities.

It should be noted that the classroom teacher being described here

would be one of a team from a given school who would work with the

sophomore, junior and senior teachers-in-preparation. This is to

distinguish them from a classroom teacher who might work with only one

senior intern, resultihg in the teacher being temporarily released

part-time for one or two terms of in-service professional development.

3. Participating Teacher Educators:

The teacher-educatgr participants must necessarily be those willing

1%8
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to make continuous school visitations. Further, they must be.willing to
.

work in classrooms with pre- and'in-service teachers, explicating and

demonstrating with children, the teaching approaches being recommended.

Like the classroom teacher, they must be comfortable being observed and

receiving questions and feedback as well_a.s observing others and giving

feedback. The need for continuing constructive alternatives with all

criticiams is essential for ail partiOlpants, as is the need for highly-

effective communication and organization skilla.

The attitudes of the teacher-educators toward children, the public

schools and the school personnel must necessarily be positive and respect-

ful. Further, as it is the classroom .acher's responsibility to try-new

things, so it is the responsibility of the teacher educators' to be

continuously current and knowledgeable regarding the field_ test results

of the instructional approaches they recommend.

As in the case of the other program participants, (e.g- cooperating

teachers) it is recoMmended that a selection committee with teachers,

administrators and university personnel jointly determine the more precise

selection and evaluation criteria and procedures.

4. Overall Program Criteria:

Recommendations for quality-control of the overall EEE program, like

those for the individual participants, still require greater detail an&

precision but nevertheless represent an itial attempt to deal with the

quality question. The criteria presentecommended for the overall

program include the following:
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I. It.is to be academically sound in that:

1. All curricular and instructional recommendations will emanate from
a thorough review of existing research literature on children's
learning in the subject matter fields under development.

2. All curricular and instructional recommendations caming from the
research and/or theoretical literature will be reviewed, field
tested and refined by pilot sets of teachers prior to' any broad
scalP inmlementsition or di.sserainatiotreffort.

3. The program wIll evaluate and report its effectsthrmugh systematic
data-gathering procedures that tske into account cognitive and
affective effects on pupils,, interns, teachers, teadher educators,
administrators and the community Involved. The program will be:
responsive to Its clients irrthatit will continundergo
modificationtuntil positivezognitIve and affectiveFsains are
-indicated for the participant groups.

II. It is to be ethically sound in that.:

1. It will afibrd no loss of instrurtional qualitY to learners; (infect,
a gain in Instructional quaIity-should result).

2. It will afford no excessi.ve,:demands on teacher work -time or energy.;
(in fact, saIn in teacherTtimeand energy shoul&result),.

3. It affords -no loss of instrurtionel quality to dha persons preparing
to teach; (in fact, a gain in instructional quality should result).

4. It will afford no loss of'professional stature for eadh participant
group -- interns, administrators, :teachers, or teacher7educators
(in fact, a sain in respect for thevaricius professional roles shoulciresult from sharing interdependentactivities andmutual goals).

III. It is to be fiscally sound in that:

1. The program will afford noexcessive demand for monies to
release teachers for professional development.

2. The program will afford no excessive ;personal cost to -the
Interns, teachersi., teacher_educators orz:administrators.

2 0
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Our Present Set of Worries

At this point in time, the Planning Committee's recommendations for

EEE continuation are going to the Lansing/MSU Teacher Center -- an

:ganizat,on op of 15iug and MSU teachers and administrators who

review all inter-institutional, school-related projects. They, in turn,

will make recommendations to their respective institutions, i.e., the

Lansing School District, MSU's College of Education and the Lansing

Schools Education Associartnn. The teachers and teacher educators who

have nurtured and worked ar very hard on this project are hopeful that

new sets of prospective Eh' teachers can be identified and that the

program will become regularized as an on-going program of continuing

professional development fur elementary educators.

It is also hoped that_the Teacher Corps segment of this project

will continue. The Teacher Corps project is vital and essential in terms

of its support and provision for development and demonstration activities

in schooLs with a high number of children irom low socio-economic families.

Further, Teacher Corp's total-school-involvement concept, paired

with the EEE interns provides an especially unique opportunity to explore

more fully the community-of-learners approach to in-service. Having

the principal involved, (though the frequency of interruptions made

continuity difficult) was a significant and important factor to the

interns, teachers and teacher educators. Whether or not this possibility

will be explored by other principals is in question, but it is hoped that

they will elect to not only cooperate, but to participate as well --- to

whatever extent possible.
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The selection and evaluation committee(s)-that .,C1Q0 rc!commended

with teachers, athninistrators, and university personnel) will hopefully

be formed and proceed to address the significant and serious sets of

questions in need of further attention. Specific guidelines and qualitative

criteria need to be both established and upheld. Questions pursuant to

issuas such as school selection and/or clustering and/or transferring of

personnel to participating schools should be considered, as wEll as

questions of "making-space" and needed supplies available in schools for

continuing inLservice activity and on-going curriculum development.

Finally, there is a concern for sufficient and effectiveevaluation

of such a multi-faceted program. Documenting the merits of such an

innovation requires extensive analysis of ends as well as means and the

myriad of interrelations among the ends and means. The task of selecting

significant variables to assess and observe is haunting. Intensified

support for evaluation personnel and activity is needed to assure that

"what really matters" is indeed identified and described. We who have

participated in various facets of the program's operation and planning

believe that the model we have created is a viable and pragmatic one.

We are hopeful that others will help us make it happen.
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Our inservicing is a product of Teacher Corps, a University, and a

School District working together. We became involved with Cycle 10 Teacher

Corps for a variety of reasons. Several members of our staff were involved

with Cycle 8 Teacher Corps, but whether or not to participate in Cycle 10

became a total school decision.- We are located about ten miles from the

University with a teaching staff of twenty. For the past five years

there has been very little turnover or mobility among our teachers. We

looked forward to two vacant classrooms in the fall of 1975 (one currently

houses the Teacher Corps interns and Clinic Professors and the other is

our inservice classroom.) After we were approached by representatives

from Teacher Corps, the University and the School District and our

questions were answered as well as could be in terms of a developmental

program, we voted to institUte Cycle 10 Teacher Corps into our building.

Included in this were twenty-one EEE interns, each assigned to a specific

teacher through collaboration of the University people and our principal --

though some accomdations were made later. Along with these were four

Teacher Corps interns, hired by the Impact Study Team, who are also partici-

pating in the inservicing. They also take other college courses which will

earn them a teaching-certificate and participation as an intern next year.

The Teacher Corps graduate interns also work with University instructors,

and classroom teachers' in the development of curriculum for four areas of

study. These areas Were written up in the proposal to Washington, D.C.

and was approved by the Cycle 8 teachers prior to our total school's

involvement and include reading, math, social emotional and multicultural

education. One teacher elected not to participate and has not.

We made our decision to participate in spring of 1975 and agreed to

:13..PZin_our_inservicing with_a week-long_workshop 9n-campus-the-week-prior--

2 4
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to the opening of school in the fall. (Same attended a sumMer Conference

in Washington, D.C.) At thiS workshop we worked with the concept a-hd--

roles of educators along with some expectations and information about the

program itself. Our teachers and the University personnel had the oppor-

tunity to meet one another and work together. We grouped and regrouped,

asked and answered questions and when the week was up we had made some

necessary and important decisions and were fueled up for our two years

together. Choices here included which class to participate in for in-

servicing and committee participation. Teacher members of the Develop--

mental Committees included those teachers who had worked with Teacher

Corps the previous year in the area each has chosen to pursue. Teacher

members of the Evaluation Committee included the two union representatives.

The Community Component Committee also has two teacher members,. Our

principal, who is participating in the inservicing as well, is an active

member of the latter two committees.

The EEE interns assigned to each teacher began the year with us. We

met them our first day at school and they participated in the beginning

planning. After about three weeks our inservicing began in our building

with our classrooms manned by our own interns -- ideally. From time to

time when a crisis arose a teacher would be needed in the classroom and

would be available due to the location of our inservicing in our own

building. During our first inservice class, which met two half days a

week for ten weeks, we discussed what was termed "foundations." We read

some Piaget and talked more about roles of fiuman beings ih our society,

breaking these down into four: family member, career, citizen, and

leisure time participant. There was much interaction with us all again

2 5
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learning from readings and each other. At the end of this class same of

the EEE interns were ready to begin their independent internship and

others waited until spring term. The internships-were related to the

cooperating teachers' area of study. For example, all the teachers

participating in one particular class had interns during the same term.

Class time for those of us without interns winter term then needed to be

negotiated for after school times. Therefore, two of the classes-met

right after school two nights a week, as-was cooperatively decided.

Having a winter intern gave the teachers more time for earlier develop-

ment of curriculum and gave them their classroams back in the spring to

institute some of what they had developed.

According to responses to an in-building survey, the winter and

spring term inservice classes in social emotional, multEcultural, reading

and math were viewed by most teachers as thought provoking and stimulating.

"They introduced us to new points of view and teaching Methods" and "helped

even the more experienced teachers to update materialsandmethods" and

to " '-examine and re-formulate our educational philosaphiez.'." Many

teachers expressed the feeling that they. finally were bein&given the

opportunity to do something they had never done-- sit down,with their

"colleagues", both in elementary and higher education, andEmake same

decisions for curriculum change and development based upom,experience,

research, discussion and sometimes "healthy" argumentatiortLabout what

constitutes an intelligent and. humane approach to curricuamm design.

In all four curriculum areas, it has been found to be imperative

that goals and objectives for curriculum development be set as a group,

taking into account the needs and expectations of individual members zo
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that each teacher can feel ownership in what the group is producing.

Teachers have expressed the most satisfaction with the subje"Ct areas in

which the greatest amount of open communication and the highest degree

of parity exists among ali members in establishing what the group hoped

to accomplish within the somewhat limited time frame of twenty weeks.

The original intention that teachers would research and develop one

curriculum area.. the first year and "demonstrate" it to others the second

year,.while working on research and development for a second curriculum

area, s currently being re-examined. Many teachers_have expressed the

need to stay with this year's subject to complete their work. Those

'teachers who had intended to work on all four curriculum areas in two

years have found it to be very demanding on their time and energy, even

though they have a EEE intern teacher assuming most of their regular

teaching load. It is doubtful that a teacher should be encouraged to

pursue more than one curriculum area at a time in dne future, even though

the teacher feels s/he would greatly benefit from having participated in

all areas.

A further restriction on the amount of time that can be spent on

curriculum development and change has arisen as a result of our present

curriculum. Since our school district adopted "rranagement by objectives"

systems for. both reading and math this year, teachers have had to became.

familiar with these objectives, the pre- and post-tests, and the different

record-keeping systems that go with each set of objectives. Our building

'has not been "excused" from using these objectives, so teachers have been

faced with getting to know and use ,the two mandatory sets of objectives

while trying to develop our own curriculum goals. Much greater progress
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couldhave been made in curriculum development without this added district

burden on teachers' already crowded time schedules. It would seem to be

very important to any teacher inservice program aiming at improved curri-

culum development that the attitude of the school system be.carefully

assessed to determine the extent to which the system can and will tolerate

major departures from its already prescribed way of doing things. Many

teachers have expressed their appreciation for the support that the Teacher

Corps instructors and staff have given in attempting to "negotiate" with

our school district for a solution to our dilemma of initiating and main-

taining an existing curriculum while developing a new one. Since school

system limitations and restrictions must necessarily be faced and dealt

with, it appears that a two year program is a very short period of time in

which to do a thorough and adequate job of curriculum development. It is

hoped that some future changes wlll be made in federal guidelines to extend

the time frame to accommodate such an ambitious undertaking.

As the school year has progressed, participants in the program have

become increasingly aware of limitations of a two year program. The task

of building research based curricula is not a simple or easy one, if it

is to be done well. Study time, discussion time, development time, try-

out time, and improve-upon time are all needed before worthwhile demon-

stration can occur. Accomplishing this task when faced with other needed

and reasonable responsibilities is not easy; e.g., teaching children, confer-

ring with parents, administrators and/or other teachers, observing and helping

interns, etc. The suggestions and assistance of the University personnel

was helpful, but they too have been "swamped" with reviewing research litera-

ture and materials, teaching the intern teachers and inservice classes,

2 8
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developing curriculum units, observing and giviag feedback, etc. The

time needed for consultation and collaboration within and among all

the different parties involved never seems to be enough.

There is no question that effective communication and organization

becomes paramount when dealing with such large numbers of diverse

people (teachers, interns, university and school system personnel,

community members, teacher unions; etc.) while some of the organization

and communication problems can be taken care of through careful and

complete pre-planning, a certain number of problems can only be dealt

with on a trial and error basis as they arise. It is expected that the

communications and organization problems teachers have experienced this

year will be solved as we learn from our mistakes how to communicate

and organize more effectively.

This is especially true for the Community Component of Teacher

dorps which involves communicating with and organizing large_numbers of

people both from within the program and from outside the school. Other

program personnel should be kept informed and involved in what the

Community Component is doing. Many teachers, including those on the

Community. Component Committee, feel uninformed and have expressed concern

about what the Community Component is accomplishing. This might be

remedied through a greater attempt to keep all component areas informed

about what the other areas are doing. Maybe a quarterly "Newsletter"

could facilitate this.

Another committee that has seemed to suffer due to time constraints

is the Evaluation Committee. It has proven quite difficult to consistently

assemble all members of this committee together in the same place at

the same time. This might be solved by setting bi-monthly or quarterly

2 9
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meeting date' ..the beginning of the year so ',members could .plan for

that time to,, jree of othPr commitments- Te4aciters have ei.p:eaq.:.tidle

desire tc imrI upon tiitf Iour curriculuDcm='ea ,Jaluation lns-zramewms,

that are bei 2 to :_ea,chers for the of assessing the. zTogrin

- - not

Most of achers agree that amajcritN,, of the problem areas

have arisenthau .2. this is a unique, new, :amsHrather formidablender-
. _

taking for all -- us. Since the program is s=tal,in its developmental

stages, none of its participants Ilave gone through exactly what they

are experiencing now. Some of us have had experiences with similar

programs, but a number of the classrOom teachers, have had no prior

experience with student teachers or interns, let alone in-service

education, .developing our own curriculum, trying to involve the total

school community in a project of this scope, etc., etc. It is only

through patience with each other, listening to each other, openly

communicating our needs and meeting each others needs as best we can,

and sharing our experiences both good and bad with others involved in

similar projects that we can gain the knowledge and experience we

.peed to produce a more intelligent and humane school environment for

both students and educators.


